MESSAGE FORM

WH/SA/CI

6/16/61

FILE IN CASE FILE NO. 19-6-102/2

19-6-102/3

TO

OTTAWA

FROM

DIRECTOR

WH/SA 8

CONS.

DDP, WEL, R/P/N, C/I/OPS, C/I, D/C/2, C/I/ON, VR

TO

OTTAWA

INFO

C/O DR

6/21/61

TYPIC AMMUG

REF: OCOW 4750

1. PLS ADVISE WHICH REPORTS REF GIVEN ABOVE SO THAT HQS CAN PASS SAME INFO C/S MOTHY

2. ALSO NEED KNOW DATE AMMUG-1 VISA APPLICATION GIVEN

CONSUL OTTAWA.

END OF MESSAGE

C/WH/SA/CI

WH/SA/EOB

WE/BC/C: YOUNG (by phone)

WILLIAM D. O'RYAN

C/WE

BRUCE B. O'NEIL

DC/WH/SA

30-13 SECRET